Pride, Passion and Performance
Annual Review 2015-16

Introduction from Susan Jordan
What does St. Leger Homes of Doncaster do?
"St. Leger Homes is an award-winning company which manages around
20,500 council homes and provides housing services across Doncaster
in the social and private sectors. More than bricks and mortar, we also
support our tenants to enable them to realise their full potential and build
confident communities in partnership. Examples include investing in training
and apprenticeships to help tenants find work and develop their skills, and
supporting people to manage their money and cope with welfare benefit
changes."
"Over recent years we have taken on additional management of the
homelessness services, floating-tenancy support and Gypsy and Traveller
sites. We have also continued to expand our private sector landlord service
called St. Leger Lettings to generate income to meet our customers’ needs."

Chief Executive Susan Jordan

“We are about much more than bricks and
mortar. We support people through difficult
times, including financial difficulties through
our welfare reform and financial inclusion
services. We also support those who are
vulnerable to sustain their tenancies.”
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"We are an arm’s-length management organisation – also known as an
ALMO. This means that we are a not-for-profit company that provides
housing services on behalf of Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council."
What are you most proud of?
"I am proud of the services we provide which make a difference to a lot of
people. We improve and repair tenants' homes to make sure they are fit for
purpose but it’s also about providing safe, secure homes and communities
people want to live in."
"At St. Leger Homes we all do much more to make a contribution to
people’s lives. We support people through difficult times, including helping
with financial difficulties through our welfare reform and financial inclusion
services. We support those who are vulnerable to sustain their tenancies and
improve their quality of life."

"We also offer other types of support. I am proud of our World of Work
programme and passionate about the support we offer to build confidence,
skills, experience to change lives and help people to get a job. This then
also makes a bigger contribution to the local economy."
"I am also proud of our employees who do excellent work every day to
provide clean, safe homes and communities for our tenants to live in and call
their home. We do the right things for the right reason and get results."
What are you passionate about?
"I am passionate about understanding our customers and how we can meet
their needs. For example, if an individual has a hearing impairment, our
records show that. Then, when we go to the house we understand that we
may have to knock a bit harder or wait for longer for those with a disability.
Essentially, we tailor our services to meet tenants’ needs."
"I am also passionate about listening to our tenants and ensuring they are
at the heart of everything we do. We can’t function as an organisation or get
things right without fundamentally listening to what our customers want."
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"Our customers help us to design and deliver the right services, hold us to
account and quality check the services we provide."
What does good performance mean to you?
"Good performance is when we do the job right, listen to people and go out
and deliver. We use our skills and resources to deliver the best we can, in the
most effective and efficient way possible."

"When our customers understand what is expected, they are more likely to
report back to us to ensure standards are met and maintained. I hope this
annual review demonstrates our pride, passion and performance in terms
of making a positive difference to people’s lives and the communities we
serve."
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Welcome from Alan and Lesley
Chair of the Board, Alan Tolhurst
What are you most proud of and passionate
about?
"For 2015-16, I am proud of the increased emphasis
we have placed on developing, supporting and
engaging young people. I am also particularly proud at
the frequency in which St. Leger Homes of Doncaster
is cited nationally as an exemplar for its services. I am
passionate about fostering team spirit, contributions
being valued, learning from experiences and treating
each other with respect."

In terms of performance, what three things do you
most want to achieve next year?
"In 2016-17, we will continue our high levels of
performance whilst working with Doncaster Council to
reduce significantly the number of empty properties
in the borough. We will also continue to develop our
business functions to operate cost effectively and
efficiently within a challenging economic environment."

Chair of the Tenants and Residents Involvement
Panel (TRIP), Lesley Gilfedder
What are you most proud of and passionate about
as austerity bites?
"Times are hard for many people living in social housing
as austerity bites. I’m passionate about being informed,
getting information out there and being prepared for
what’s to come. St. Leger Homes gives us those
opportunities as well as equipping us with the tools
to achieve it. For 2015-16, I’m proud of a series of
recommendations TRIP made to benefit tenants. This
included service standards for digital and social media,
and reviewing the scheduled repairs service."
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"This resulted in the production of a short film to
communicate what it means in an accessible way."
What does good performance mean to you for
TRIP?
"TRIP was brought in to check the performance in
a given area and to see if any recommendations
can be made to improve it. Good performance
reflects the partnership between St. Leger Homes
and its customers to ensure excellent standards are
maintained."

We are proud once again to have St. Leger Homes
recognised locally and nationally for our outstanding
achievements. We won the following awards for our work in
2015-16:
• Celebrating Construction in South Yorkshire Awards 2015
winner
• Bronze standard in the Challenge Assessment set down
by the Department of Communities & Local Government
for homelessness services
• Association for Public Service Excellence (APSE) National
Apprentice of the Year
• Leeds Building College – Roofing Apprentice of the Year
• Customer Services Excellence award (seventh year in a
row)
• Graded 5 stars for the fifth consecutive year in the British
Safety Council Audit for Health and Safety
• National Skills Academy accreditation from the
Construction Industry Training Board (CITB)
• Improving the Private Rented Sector award at the National
Federation of ALMOs awards for our private landlord
service St. Leger Lettings.
We also secured accreditations in Contractors Health
& Safety (CHAS) and published our first set of Social
Accounts, validated by an external panel chaired by an
expert Social Auditor. These accounts demonstrate the
value, performance and impact of our social regeneration
activities.

We have won several awards for our construction work along with other services

PRIDEPRIDEPRID

Awards and accreditations
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Maintaining properties and creating homes
We work hard to ensure our properties are well managed,
maintained and let to a standard acceptable for tenants
who can call them home.
Our new and improved Lettable Property Standard aims to
provide cleaner, safer and more secure properties to new
tenants when they are re-let. This also saves us money
because we avoid properties standing empty.
Improvements in technology have enhanced our repairs
service, contributing to us completing 97.85% of repairs
right first time, and keeping 98.85% of all scheduled repairs
promises. We’re proud of this given the total number of
repairs for 2015-16 was 73,637.
We have also invested in fencing, boundary enclosures,
off-road parking and security solutions to complement the
£302 million investment we made to home improvements
through our Decent Homes programme. This includes 28
fencing, 13 garage and 15 parking schemes. The safety
and security of our vulnerable tenants is also enhanced
through the provision of dusk to dawn lights outside of their
homes.
Our garden service is available to all St. Leger Homes
tenants at a reasonable cost. We also do our bit to keep
neighbourhoods as clean and tidy as possible. This
includes the management of regular grass cutting in the

St. Leger Homes Officer and tenant checking a property meets our standards

open plan areas we manage and regular estate management to
ensure standards are maintained.
Our customers and communities engage with us to help us
understand any issues with our properties, and we make appropriate
changes where possible. Volunteer tenants also check empty
properties on our behalf to ensure standards are maintained
for customers. Engagement with tenants has been particularly
successful in the north and west of the borough, and will lead
to significant improvements in property standards. At the end of
2015-16, we had 293 empty properties and re-let 1,673 homes
throughout the year. Doncaster Council also initiated
the development of 120 new-build properties
for St. Leger Homes to manage, and we
began managing 54 new-build homes.

961

100%

Thermal efficiency
measures and other
external improvements

213 solid fuel
services
carried out

648 120
Photovoltaic
solar panel
installations

100%
19,463 gas
services carried out

Doncaster Council
began development
of 120 new-build
properties to be
managed by
St. Leger Homes

11,356
Scheduled repairs
carried out

73,637
The total number of repairs
that we completed

7,348
Emergency repairs
carried out

100%
3,532 visits to
maintain customer
gardens
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Sustaining tenancies and welfare reform
We support tenants to make informed choices about their
finances, so they are financially aware and can pay their
rent on time. Last year was an exceptionally busy year
for welfare benefit changes, with the launch of Universal
Credit in Doncaster and the introduction of the Government
Welfare Reform & Work Act and the Housing & Planning Act.
The implications of which will be felt in the coming year. Last
year we collected £75.5 million in rent and reduced rent
arrears by £32,525.
Universal Credit
Universal Credit came into force in Doncaster in September
2015; combining six benefits into one monthly payment
for new single claimants with no children. Over the next
few years Universal Credit will be extended to all claimants,
making it the main working-age benefit that people in
Doncaster will claim if they are unemployed or on a low
income.
Under occupancy charge
Under occupancy charge continues to affect our tenants.
In 2015-16 our Welfare Reform Support Fund provided
over £240,000 to help 145 people to move to smaller, more
affordable accommodation and sustained a further 128
tenancies whilst the tenants tried to downsize. We have also
supported 52 tenants and their families to remain in their
homes.

An Involvement Officer and a tenant quality check a home prior to letting

£32,525
Reduction in rent arrears over
the course of the last year

We empower vulnerable tenants to make informed
choices, sustain their tenancies and pay their rent
on time. This is through a targeted Welfare Benefit
Support Fund.

Our Financial Inclusion Team has worked closely with staff
and agencies from across Doncaster to ensure we help
manage the negative impact of these reforms and address
issues of poverty in Doncaster. Examples include:

£75.5m

• Offering practical support and advice to tenants and staff
• Raising awareness to help people prepare for changes
and help to maximise their disposable income
• Delivering an extensive training programme to staff, other
The amount of rent collected
social landlords and agencies
last year
• 1,730 meals provided through staff donations for
foodbanks and issuing 72 foodbank vouchers which
helped 120 people in crisis
• Improving the credit rating of tenants through the Experian
rental exchange project.

£1£1

Universal Credit will eventually affect up to 7,400
of our tenants – we will continue to work closely
with tenants and partners to ensure they are well
prepared.
Our Welfare Reform Support Fund continued to
operate in 2015-16. It supported 145 people and
helped sustain 128 tenancies.
We will continue to develop new and existing
partnerships as a priority to provide a comprehensive
financial inclusion service to our tenants.
We have Tenancy Sustainment Officers based within
local areas across the borough to meet local need.
They support vulnerable and high risk tenants to
sustain their tenancies as part of our overall support
package for tenants.

£xx,xxx
Infographic text goes here
to explain what this is about
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Beyond social housing
We have developed our business to deliver much more
than social housing management. Since becoming an
ALMO in 2005, we have expanded our business to deliver
homelessness prevention services, floating-tenancy
support services, management of Gypsy and Traveller sites
and a private landlord service called St. Leger Lettings.
Homelessness prevention, managing Gypsy and Traveller
sites and tenancy support services have provided many
challenges and opportunities for us since transferring
from the Council in April 2014. The financial year 2015-16
has been a year of reviewing these services, increasing
resources and robust action planning. The number of
people approaching us for help and advice around
homelessness or housing advice increased from 2,280
in 2014-15 to 2,629 in 2015-16. The number of people
presenting as homeless also increased from 413 to 446
during the same period.
Some success stories include that we reduced the number
of people in temporary accommodation from 149 down
to 85, and reduced the number of people in bed and
breakfast accommodation from 114 down to only 3.
We also achieved the bronze standard in the challenge
assessment set down by the Department of Communities &
Local Government (DCLG) for our homelessness services.

3

The number of people living
in bed and breakfast
accomodation reduced
during the year.

St. Leger Lettings helps tenants find homes in the private sector

85

The number of people
living in temporary
accommodation reduced
during the year.

Challenges and targets for 2016-17 include reducing the
use of temporary accommodation even further, not using
bed and breakfast accommodation at all and achieving
the silver standard in the challenge assessment for
homelessness.
Setting up St. Leger Lettings has also proved challenging
but very rewarding. Our aims for this service are not only
to deliver a successful service in a commercial way,
but also to improve the standards in the private rented
sector in Doncaster and reduce homelessness by
providing increased access to more quality and affordable
accommodation.
The number of private properties we manage increased
from 90 to 104 during 2015-16 and we will be striving to
increase this further next year.

3

We have significantly reduced the number of people
living in temporary accommodation, and bed and
breakfast accommodation.
Demand for our services are increasing. This includes
the number of people approaching us for housing
advice, and those presenting to us as homeless.
We are helping to reduce homelessness and improve
standards in the private sector through working with
private landlords as part of our St. Leger Lettings
service.
We achieved the bronze standard in the challenge
assessment set down by the Department of
Communities & Local Government for our
homelessness services.

The number of people living
in bed and breakfast
accomodation reduced
during the year.
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Keeping tenants safe
Keeping tenants safe is a key priority for us. An increasing
proportion of people with care and support needs live in our
communities. Therefore, we have a key support role to play
alongside colleagues in social care, health and the police.
The challenges posed by the introduction of the Care Act
2014 and the publication of 'Working Together 2015' also
reaffirm the role of housing in safeguarding children, young
people and adults.
We have ensured all employees received Level 1
Safeguarding Awareness training so they are alert to
the signs of abuse and neglect, and are able to report
concerns appropriately. This is supported by accessible
fact sheets and briefings, and additional specialist training
dependant on job roles.
As with most things, prevention is better than cure. Having a
joint, proactive approach to preventing abuse and reducing
risk makes good sense both in terms of the human and
operational costs. Our safeguarding process includes a
single point of contact for all customers and staff to report
any concerns they may see, hear or come across. This
process has greatly supported the prevention of abuse and
has reduced risk.
During 2015-16, we dealt successfully with 308
safeguarding cases by engaging with the individual(s)

308
Safeguarding cases dealt with
successfully last year by
engaging with the
individual(s) concerned

308

Safeguarding cases dealt with
successfully last year by
engaging with the
individual(s) concerned

495
The number of referrals made
by St. Leger Homes to partner
agencies last year

495

The number
of referrals
concerned,
identifying,
offeringmade
and arranging support services
by
St.
Leger
Homes
to
partner
to meet their personal needs at an early stage. We worked
agenciestolast
yearthe support agreed which resulted in
collaboratively
deliver
495 referrals to partner agencies. Our estates teams across the
borough are also involved with tackling anti-social behaviour and
crime. We do this by working in partnership with organisations like
Doncaster Council and the police. We are committed to making
sure our neighbourhoods are peaceful, safe and secure places to
live. Infographic text goes here
to explain what this is about
Infographic text goes here
to explain what this is about

£xx,xxx
£xx,xxx
Infographic text goes here
to explain what this is about

We invest in training front-line staff so they are alert
to the signs of abuse and neglect, and have robust
procedures in place to report these issues.

Image courtesy: Safeguarding Annual Review 2015

“Six years ago, I found myself here in
Doncaster, homeless and destitute, and
with all the support from my support
workers, and St. Leger Homes, I am now
ready to move into the final chapter…
The staff at St. Leger Homes have been
first class in helping me to ascertain where
my life goes on from here. Without you
lovely people, my life would have been
terminated long ago.”
				

We always do everything we can to support and help
our tenants in an effort to resolve and prevent antisocial behaviour, and will take enforcement action
only as a last resort.
Keeping our tenants safe has a positive impact on
mental health and wellbeing, and allows us to tackle
neglect or abuse at the earliest possible opportunity.
We recognise that tackling anti-social behaviour and
crime can positively impact on tenants' wellbeing and
sense of pride in their community. This can also help
to reduce the number of empty properties we have.

Quote from a St. Leger Homes tenant
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How tenants shape our services and ensure quality results
Our customers remain at the heart of what we do. We
listen and respond to their feedback; they help shape the
services we provide.
The numerous ways tenants support us and shape what
we do include via Board membership, our Tenant and
Residents Involvement Panel (TRIP), Mystery Shopping,
Reality Checking of properties, task focus groups and
consultations.
In 2015-16, our valued TRIP members reviewed and
scrutinised our scheduled repairs programme, and made a
series of recommendations. They also reviewed our service
standards for 2015-16 which included standards around
social media.
We have increased our engagement with young people,
and set up a number of new projects to support them. This
includes working with young people to develop a series
of commitments to inform our work over the coming year,
developing an engagement board and further increasing
our engagement via social media. Our Twitter followers
increased by 138% and Facebook likes by 32%.
We worked in partnership with local schools to provide
young people with skills such as budgeting and support
to improve employability. Initiatives with younger children
include growing food and cooking.

TEMP IMAGE
Children attend a Tenants and Residents Association to serve food and take part in activities

You said, we did
Our Tenants and Residents Involvement Panel
recommended we communicate how our scheduled
repairs service works in an accessible way. As a
result, we produced a short, successful film which
we show to tenants and publish on our website. The
panel also enhanced our service standards.

Young people consulting on how information is sent to them

To support young people to reach their potential, we awarded £4,589 in
29 small grants though our Positive Activities Group Funding programme
for young people. This was awarded to various groups including
community groups, Tenants and Residents Associations and youth
groups.
All the grant applications met criteria designed to reduce isolation and
anti-social behaviour, promote youth engagement, community cohesion
and support deprived families across the borough.

We worked with young people to develop a series of
commitments to inform our work. They advised they
would like to communicate with us via social media.
In 2015-16, our interactions on social media increased
significantly.
Our customers needed help, support and training
accessing the internet. We have publicised and
increased the number of Learn My Way sessions.
Our customers wanted more choice of how to contact
us. We have ensured we have a range of options
including one single telephone number, a mobile app,
social media, email and internet, and reviewed our
Customer Access Strategy.
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World of Work, apprenticeships and training
Our acclaimed World of Work Academy (WOW) gives
unemployed people who live in our homes a helping hand
to find a job. It is a step-by-step programme which can
help tenants try different jobs and build up their skills with
the support of friendly staff in our team, or other teams who
work with us.
In 2015-16, our WOW Academy supported 37 people to
develop skills and confidence. Of those, 24 progressed
into paid employment - a success rate of 65%. Our Craft
Apprentice programme and World of Work Academy have
jointly supported 30 people into paid employment.
This work contributes to the economy by reducing benefits
paid to participants and increasing tax income to the
Government through their wages. It also helps ensure
tenants can pay their rent. Our social auditing demonstrates
that for £50,000 invested in WOW, we have added value to
the economy of £230,000.
Training tenants also contributes to increasing skills across
the borough, in addition to apprenticeships and WOW. In
2015-16, we ran Food Safety courses for 41 candidates
and 67 people registered to take the IT training programme
Learn My Way to improve their IT skills.
WOW trainees receive training and support to carry out their role

We invest in the community, helping our tenants to
develop their skills and find jobs.
Our investment in our tenants helps them to pay their
rent on time and contributes to the local economy.

Left to right: St. Leger Homes Chief Executive Susan Jordan, Director of Property Services
Mick Werritt and WOW Co-ordinator Natalie Stevenson

“I have gained more confidence, better
team working skills and customer service
skills to be used in my placement and
future jobs. Natalie has also brought in job
application forms for different jobs. Ann the
tutor has been very helpful and the group
has been very good.”
					Joanne, aged 45

For £50,000 invested in WOW, we have added value
to the UK economy of £230,000.
WOW academy supported 24 people to find paid
employment — a success rate of 67% — it also
supported 28 people to gain 112 new qualifications
and provided 2,100 training hours.

“It’s built my confidence back up and it’s
a brilliant way to get back into work as I’ve
been out of work for a long time as I am a
single parent of three.”
					Jessica, aged 29
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Customer service standards and key performance indictors
Our key performance indicators enable us to measure our
performance across the year against set targets. We report
our progress to tenants, our Board and Doncaster Council.
We have met or are very close to meeting the majority of
our targets, such as managing complaints and our gas
servicing programme. For any areas where we have not met
our targets, we monitor these closely to ensure we improve.
Our customer service standards exist to ensure that our
customers are clear about the levels of service they can
expect from us. They are focused around the following
themes:
• anti-social behaviour, hate crime and domestic abuse
• applying for a home
• empty properties and new tenants
• repairs and maintenance
• access and customer care/equality and diversity
• digital inclusion.
We monitor our performance against these standards and
report this to our Quality Committee. Performance shows
that we have achieved full compliance in nine standards;
partial compliance (within 10%) in four standards, one
standard was not measured and we were non-compliant
in just one standard. The standard where we were noncompliant was around answering telephone calls within 20
seconds. We still performed well but will strive to improve in
2016-17.

Key performance indicators (KPIs)
Performance indicator

2014-15
2015-16 2015-16
performance target
performance

% of current rent arrears against 2.67%
annual debit

2.54%

2.56%

Void rent loss % of rent loss
through vacant dwellings
(excluding sheltered properties
and properties earmarked for
demolition)

1.19%

0.92%

1.37%

Number of households in
temporary accommodation
(including Bed and Breakfast)*

13

10

9

Number and % of households
maintaining or established
independent living*

38 / 95%

40

39 / 97.5%

Analysis of complaints service failure against service
dissatisfaction

20% service
failure

25%

20%

Repairs right first time

97.33%

98%

97.85%

Scheduled repairs - % of
promises kept

95.86%

100%

98.85%

Gas servicing - % of properties
attended

100%

100%

100%

Average days lost through
sickness per full time equivalent

9.58 days

8 days

8.4 days

Percentage of invoices paid
within 30 days

New KPI

95%

92.8%

* At year end

Result

Our customer service standards
Standard
All neighbour disputes, tenancy breaches or anti-social behaviour reports
will be allocated a risk rating and you will be visited within the relevant
timescale.

Register housing applications or contact you if your application is
incomplete within ten working days (5,118 received)
Carry out any repairs needed in empty properties to the property standard

Target

Performance

Low risk 5 – 10 days

95%

98.96

Medium risk
2 – 5 days

95%

96.56%

High risk – 24 hours

90%

96.72%

100%

94.57%
(4,840 in target)

Result

This is a new standard we will monitor quarterly

Service all gas and solid fuel appliances annually

100%

100%

Repairs are completed right first time (58,985 repairs completed)

98%

97.85% (57,714
right 1st time)

Answer your telephone call within 20 seconds

95%

82.54%

Acknowledge your complaint within three working days

100%

100%

Resolve and respond to your written enquiries within ten working days

95%

94%

Resolve your complaint and provide you with a full written response within
ten working days

95%

96%

Respond to Facebook posts the same day when within normal working
hours

95%

98.9%

Respond to Facebook posts the same day when within normal working
hours and identify where the tenant was not happy with outcome or
response

95%

95.58%

Increase tenant engagement by active use of Twitter

Increase
each
quarter

23,227 in Q1
42,900 in Q4

Respond to emails the same day when within normal working hours

95%

100%
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Overall quality of your home

Your rent is value for money
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Customer satisfaction
1,000 tenantssurvey
gave their views in our Annual Satisfaction Survey:

93.4%
Agreed

Satisfied with your neighbourhood

90.8%
Listen to your views and act on them

86.8%
Satisfied

93.2%
Satisfied

Satisfied with our overall service

91.8%
Satisfied with our repairs service

89.5%

The survey was carried out through telephone interviews by an independent organisation and the scores were much higher than the
We are pleased that customers
remain satisfied with
our services. Customer satisfaction rates have increased in all but one area
national average for similar housing providers.
when compared with our results from last year, and all scores remain high when compared to other organisations in the North of
England.

How money is spent
We collect from our tenants, on behalf of the Council, an
average weekly rent of £71, which amounts to £75m of rental
income. In addition to this we collect £1m of income from
shops and garage rent. All this money is paid into the Council’s
Housing Revenue Account (HRA). In 2015-16 money from the
HRA was spent as follows:
• £30m on the capital programme. This includes building new
homes, delivering home improvements such as kitchens and
bathrooms, and estate improvements such as fencing and
car parking
• £28m to deliver day-to-day housing management and
property repairs and maintenance – this is paid to St. Leger
Homes by way of a management fee.
The total of the above is £58m, which is managed by St. Leger
Homes as capital and revenue expenditure and is illustrated
in the graph opposite. Doncaster Council used the remaining
£18m of the HRA on mortgage payments and other services
for tenants.
In these challenging economic times, the money paid to
St. Leger Homes to manage the homes on the Council’s
behalf is not increasing. Therefore, more than ever we must
make every pound count for our tenants. Over the next three
years we will need to manage increased costs by being more
efficient, making savings, diversifying and growing.

£m

How the £58m is spent across all service areas

50

42.9

40
30
20
10
0

8.6
Housing and
estate management

Property
improvements,
repairs and
maintenance

1.0

5.5

Access to Homes
service

Corporate
services

This year we spent £24.2m with Doncaster companies as part
of our expenditure. This has a big impact on the economy of
the town. Every penny spent in Doncaster bolsters businesses,
provides employment and provides services for Doncaster.
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Spending money wisely
In 2015-16 we operated within a very challenging budget
set by our Board which meant achieving better prices for
our goods and services.
Our committed procurement team continued a strong
performance in 2015-16 by obtaining the best price for the
goods we purchased. They also made savings through
robust procurement, effective contract management
and sourcing external funding towards key projects. For
example, we invested in solar technology to help reduce
energy bills and fuel poverty for some of our tenants
whilst generating income from a UK Government scheme
designed to encourage uptake of small-scale renewable
and low-carbon electricity.
We add value to our work by working in partnership with
other agencies. Our Executive Management Team this year
contributed to 26 strategic forums with other key partners.
All of these partnerships are aimed at providing the best
service and value for the residents of Doncaster.
Performance and quality
However, it is not just about cost. We also ensure our
services are of the highest standard, and have placed
even greater emphasis on the performance and quality

of our services in 2015-16 by strengthening our Business
Excellence Team.
At St. Leger Homes, our Business Excellence Team looks
at ways of working in all areas of the business, ensuring
each service is as efficient and effective as possible. We
set challenging performance targets in all service areas,
which we are closely monitored against on a monthly basis
throughout the year.
We also compare (benchmark) our services annually with
similar organisations around the country. In most service
areas, we compared very favourably, delivering high
performing services for the same or less cost. We validate
our performance with a number of employee and customer
surveys.
Our customers continue to benefit from the lowest average
rent of all council house providers in South Yorkshire. It is
pleasing to report that one of the Customer Survey questions
shows that 93.4% of our customers feel their rent provides
value for money, which has increased from 2014-15.

Ten years of changing lives and making a difference
2015-16 saw us celebrating our 10th birthday. Here is a
round-up of some of our key achievements over the last ten
years in our journey to excellence.

Some of our achievements
The Decent Homes improvement programme saw over £300 million being

✓ spent upgrading and improving our homes.

✓ Complaints reduced 58% in the last 10 years.
✓ We opened our depot at Shaw Lane which includes an excellent stores system.
✓ We introduced our scheduled repairs service.
We launched our World of Work Academy which helps our tenants to secure

✓ employment, and received awards for this work.
✓

We launched Doncaster Homechoice in 2007 which, at the time, was a new
way to apply for a property. This means people on the waiting list now bid for
properties of their choice instead of waiting to be made an offer.
We launched our Tenants and Residents Involvement Panel (TRIP). The panel

✓ reviews key areas of our business on behalf of tenants.

We were awarded the British Safety Council Sword of Honour four consecutive

✓ years from 2011.

We were awarded five star rating in the British Safety Council Audit for Health &

✓ Safety for six years running.

We achieved top marks in the Government’s Customer Services Excellence

✓ Accreditation every year for seven years.
Celebrating ten years of St. Leger Homes

✓ We achieved Social Housing Equality Framework accreditation in 2014-15.
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Our Annual Review for 2015-16 covers the four consumer regulatory standards set down by the Homes & Communities Agency: Tenant Involvement and
Empowerment Standard, Home Standard, Tenancy Standard, and Neighbourhood and Community Standard. We have engaged with our tenants in respect
of how we set our annual review out this year and based it around their chosen themes of Pride, Passion and Performance.

Contact us
St. Leger Homes of Doncaster
St. Leger Court
White Rose Way
Doncaster
DN4 5ND
Tel: 01302 862862
www.stlegerhomes.co.uk
Find us on

Do you require this publication in an alternative format, such as large print or audio?
If so, please contact us on 01302 862862 or email info@stlegerhomes.co.uk
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My SLHD
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